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Some Bounds for the Distribution Numbers of an Association Scheme 
THOMAS BIER AND PHILIPPE DELSARTE 
We generalize the definition of distribution numbers of an association scheme (with symmetric 
classes). We then derive upper and lower bounds in terms of T-designs of the association scheme. 
The lower bound uses the assumption of transitivity of the automorphism group of the association 
scheme. We give examples to show that these bounds are not always best possible. 
O. In this and the following two papers we define and study the concept of distribu-
tion numbers of an association scheme (with symmetric classes). This concept first arose 
in a more special form, i.e. for certain families of strongly regular graphs in the work 
of one of the authors in topology and real algebra [1]. However, it soon became apparent 
that the concept involved is quite a general one, and may be put in the more suitable 
language of association schemes. In this generalization there appear other aspects of the 
problem of computing the distribution numbers. For example for each of the classical 
association schemes the computation of these numbers seems to be associated with well 
known and difficult problems in combinatorial analysis. Instances of this are given in the 
following two papers where the distribution invariants of the hypercubic association schemes 
H(n, q) and of the triangular association schemes J(n, k) are studied. In this respect in H(n, 
q) we find a connection with the construction of orthogonal arrays (equivalently MDS 
codes) and many other types of codes also appear. In J (n, k) there is an intimate connection 
with Steiner systems and t-designs. In both of these association schemes we also find 
relations with the covering problem. We mention in passing that for the triangular associa-
tion scheme J(n, k) there also is a close connection with the Erd6s-Ko-Rado theorem. 
Although the computation of the distribution numbers is quite difficult in general, it 
appears that whenever it can be done then either the existence of some interesting combina-
torial structure forces the numbers to be 'trivial' (in some appropriate sense), or the 
'non triviality' of the numbers gives the nonexistence of certain combinatorial structures. In 
the third section of this paper we give some (easy) examples of nontrivial distribution 
numbers, which lead to combinatorial nonexistence results (non-existence of a transversal, 
or of a parallel class of transversals in a latin square). 
In this paper we make some basic constructions that give us general upper and lower 
bounds for the distribution numbers. These are then applied in the following two papers 
to the more specific situations mentioned above. 
Besides the motivation from other fields of mathematics that was referred to above, and 
the many combinatorial structures involved in the computations we feel that the main 
significance of the concept introduced here is the interplay between combinatorial and (real) 
geometric structures. The geometry may help us to ask questions about combinatorial 
structures that otherwise would have remained unasked-and therefore certainly unsolved. 
The contents of this paper is organized in three sections. The first section contains the 
definition of the distribution numbers, and some obvious properties. In the second section 
we give a very general upper bound, and in case of an association scheme with a transitive 
automorphism group we find a corresponding dual lower bound. Section three contains two 
examples of computations of distribution numbers. 
As a general reference for association schemes we use [3]. 
I 
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1. Let (X, R) be a symmetric association scheme with n classes. Let IR[X] denote the 
real vector space spanned by the set of points X. In the sequel we identify a subset 
Y = {YI' Y2, ... ,YM} of X with its characteristic vector Y = YI + Y2 + ... + YM in 
IR[X]. 
Consider the orthogonal decomposition IR[X] = Eo 1.. EI 1.. ... 1.. En of the space IR[X] 
in terms of the eigenspaces E; of the scheme. In particular Eo is the one-dimensional space 
generated by the 'all-one vector' X. For a subset I of the integer interval [I, n], define the 
subspace E[ of IR[X] to be 
E[ = 1.. E;. 
iei 
Generalizing definitions of [I] we let e E IR[X] be any vector and define the distribution 
set X+(e) of e to be 
X+(e) = {x E XI(e, x) > O}. 
Correspondingly we have sets 
{x E XI(e, x) = O} 
{x E XI(e, x) < O}. 
Here (., .) stands for the natural euclidean inner product in IR[X]. Thus X+ (e), Xo(e), X _ (e) 
consist of the positive, the zero, and the negative 'coordinates' of the vector e. We note the 
relations X+( -e) = X_(e), Xo(e) = Xo( -e). The vectore is said to be general if(e, x) ¥- 0 
for all x E X, i.e. iff Xo(e) = 0. 
The general problem we are concerned with is the size of the smallest possible set X + (e) 
(or equivalently of X _ (e» if e ranges over all general vectors of a given subspace E c IR [X]. 
Accordingly we make the following. 
DEFINITION. For a given subset I c [I, n] the distribution number vt[ is the minimum 
cardinality of a distribution set X + (e) for any general vector e belonging to the space E[. 
In formulas we have 
vt[ = vt[(X) = min {I X+ (e) I: e E E[, e general}. 
We remark that such numbers first occurred in [2] under the name 'Verteilungszahl' in 
connection with a problem in algebraic topology. We keep the notation vl[ in order to be 
consistent. 
If II c 12 , then any distribution set with respect to II is also a distribution set with respect 
to 12 • Therefore we have 
If I = {I, 2, ... , n}, then every set except 0 and X is a distribution set. Thus we get 
for I = {I, 2, ... , n}. 
So for strongly regular graphs (i.e. the case n = 2) these definitions give nothing exceeding 
the definitions of [I]. 
2. We shall now obtain upper and lower bounds on the distribution invariants in terms 
of the cardinalities of T-designs in (X, R). Recall that a subset Y of X is a T-design if its 
characteristic vector Yis orthogonal to the space ET , where Tis any given subset of [1, n] 
(compare [3]). Thus, for an I-design Yand a vector e in E( one has (e, Y) = O. This 
immediately yields the following result. 
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LEMMA 1. Let Y be an I-design. Then for any general vector e E EI the distribution set 
X + (e) contains at least one point of Y. 
The next lemma uses J-designs, where Jis the complement of lin [1, n], i.e. J = [1, n]\I. 
LEMMA 2. Let Y be a J-design, with Y of. X. Set (J( = I Y I - I X 1-'. Then the vector 
e = Y - (J( - X belongs to the space E I , and moreover e is a general vector such that its 
distribution set X+(e) equals Y, i.e. X+(Y - (J( - X) = Y. 
PROOF. By the definition of a J-design and J = [1, n]\I one has Y E Eo.l E I , i.e. 
Y = f3 -X + e for a suitable scalar f3 E IR and a vector e EEl. Taking inner products with 
X fields I YI = f3 -I XI,i.e. f3 = (J(. For all x E X one obtains (e, x) = (Y, x) - (J(X, x) = 
(Y, x) - (J(, hence 
for x E Y, 
(e, x) 
for x ¢ Y. 
This proves the lemma. 
The following result is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2. 
THEOREM 3. Let Y, be any J-design. Then the cardinality I Y, I is an upper bound for the 
distribution number vtl , i.e. 
for J = [1, n]\I. 
A lower bound for vtl can be deduced from Lemma 1 in the important special case where 
the scheme (X, R) admits a transitive automorphism group G, i.e. a subgroup of the 
symmetric group SeX) that is transitive on X and preserves each relation of R. Examples 
of this situation occur for the Hamming scheme, the Johnson scheme and their analogues 
over finite fields as well as for symmetric association schemes derived from the conjugacy 
relations of finite groups. In the sequel the symbol xl is used to denote the image of a point 
x E X under a permutation g E G c SeX). We now prove: 
THEOREM 4. Assume that the association scheme (X, R) has a transitive automorphism 
group G. Let YI be any I-design. Then the number lXI-I Y/I-' is a lower bound for the 
distribution number vtl , i.e. vtl ~ I X I - I ~ 1-'. 
PROOF. Consider any general vector e EEl. Let us denote by N the number of triples 
(x, y, g) with x E X + (e), y E YI , g E G satisfying yK = x. In view of the transitivity assump-
tion, for each choice of the points x and y there are exactly I G I - I X 1-' solutions for the 
automorphism g. Hence one has N = IX + (e) II Y/II G I - I X 1-'· 
On the other hand it is clear that the image yK of an I-design Yunder any automorphism 
g is itself an I-design (because the eigenspaces E; are preserved by automorphism). 
Therefore it follows from lemma 1 that X + (e) has a nonempty intersection with each YK, 
where g varies over the group G. In other words, each element g E G appears at least once 
as the third element in the triples described above, with Y = YI . Hence we get N ~ I G I, 
i.e. IX+(e)1 ~ lXI-I ~I-', which proves the theorem. 
We specialise to the situation in which the automorphism group of the scheme (X, R) 
contains a regular abelian subgroup. For the sake of simplicity we restrict our attention to 
the Hamming scheme H(n, q). Thus X is the n th Cartesian power of a q-ary alphabet F, and 
R consists of the Hamming distance relations over X. Let us endow F with the structure of 
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an abelian group, (F, +) say. An additive I-code is then defined as any subgroup Y of the 
abelian group (X, +) = (F, + r having the property that the Hamming weight of every 
nonzero element y E Y belongs to the given set l. It is well known that an additive I-code 
is nothing but the dual of an additive J-design in the Hamming scheme. Hence the following 
result is an immediate consequence of theorems 3 and 4: 
THEOREM 5. Let C/ be an additive I-code and C, be an additive J-code, of length n, over 
a q-ary alphabet, where III J = 0 . Then the distribution number vt/(H(n, q» satisfies the 
inequalities 
I C, I ::::; vt/ ::::; qn ·1 C/I-I . 
3. If (X, R) has a transitive automorphism group, then we sum up the situation arising 
in Theorems 3 and 4 by the two inequalities 
As a direct consequence one has 
This is a well-known inequality for design-orthogonal subsets of X. (see [4]). A direct proof 
of this inequality not requiring the transitivity assumption can be given as follows: Let 
e/ = Y/ - (.(/Xand e, = Y, - (.(,Xwith (.(/ = lXI-I. I ~ I and (.(, = lXI-II YJI. By con-
struction e/ E E/ and e, E E, (Compare Lemma 2). But the orthogonality (e/, eJ ) = 0 then 
yields 
which proves the inequality (*). In (*) we have equality iff I Y/ Il YJ I = 1. In this case 
it was defined in [4] that the pair Y/ , YJ constitutes a perfect pair. Of course if such a 
perfect pair exists in an association scheme with a transitive group of automorphisms then 
we have 
Concluding we give two examples of 'nontrivial' distribution numbers, i.e. of such numbers 
not given by vt/(X) = I Y, I. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let X be the net-graph of the latin-square of the cyclic group of order 4, 
i.e. X = L)(7L/4). In the following we give a latin square for X and a vector e E E, c IR[X] 
with IX+(e)1 = 3. 
230 
230 
3 0 2 
o 2 3 
-9 -I -1 -1 
-1 -1 -I -1 
-1 -1 -1 
-1 -1 7 
7 
7 
Indeed we have vtl (L(7L /4» = 3, see [1]. On page III of [I] it was stated that 
vt, (L(7L/2m» < 2m for every m ~ 2. However, in [I] an incorrect set was given as a 
distribution set, and we believe that vt, (L(7L/2m» = 2m for m sufficiently large. On the 
other hand it is true that vt2(L(7L/2m» = 2m + I for all m ~ 2, but for the proof one 
needs to appeal to the fact that the latin square of 7L/2m has no transversal. 
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EXAMPLE 2. Let X be the net graph of the following latin-square: 
4 2. 0 3 -I -I -I -I -6 
3 4 2 O. -I -I -I -6 -I 
2 3 4. 0 -1 -I -6 -1 -1 
l. 0 3 4 2 9 9 -1 - 1 -1 
0 2 3. 4 9 9 -I -I -1 
The indicated cells from a transversal T, i.e. a {I }-design of size 5. Any line L is a {2 }-design 
of size 5. We have I L n T I = 1 and thus L, T form a perfect pair in the sense of [4]. On 
the other hand the exhibited vector shows that vt, ~ 4. Thus the transitivity assumption 
cannot be removed from Theorem 4. 
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